
 

Fiber Optics Extended (Online Instructions) by Richard
Sanders - Trick

The 16 phase, eye-popping rope routine JUST GOT BETTER!

All the original eye-popping material from Fiber Optics PLUS 10 brand new
phases, 5 brand new routines AND Hyper Ring: The visually astounding ring and
rope routine!

On this 2 hour, power packed DVD, you will learn 32 eye flipping, mind
crunching, hyper visual rope moves that will literally stun your audience! Nowhere
else will you find this much mind crunching visual magic, without the aid of
gimmicks, magnets or special props.

All 7 routines featured on the DVD are immediately repeatable with no reset,
there is nothing to get ready, nothing to prepare and nothing to hide; just pure
adrenaline magic right out of your pockets!

As performed at The Magic Castle in Hollywood, The Magic Circle in London and
FISM in Den Hagg.

including NEVER BEFORE SEEN bonus footage:
10 amazing new phases
5 amazing new routines
PLUS HYPER RING, the visually impossible ring and rope routine

Super Practical:
Instantly reset for multiple performances
No scissors ever needed
Use the same rope over and over
Over 5 minutes of visual magic in your pocket
Stage or Close-up
3 Rope and 1 Rope routine include

Featured moves include:
Throw Restoration, The Ends Switch, Finger Cut, Super Slide, Gravity Pull,
Endless Loop, Pop Endz, Static Cling, Clip Link, Gravity Link, Toss Link, Lickety-
Split Ends Switch, Midair Morph, Ends Away, Loop Swoop, Air Toss, Opposite
Ends, Middle Melt, PLUS much more!
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Includes:

Full Instructional DVD with every move taught from audience and
performers perspective...making it super easy to learn!
32 phases to choose from
7 routines
Hyper Ring: The miracle ring and rope routine
Over 2 hours of
visual impossibilities

"This is BY FAR the smoothest and most visual rope routine ever developed!"
- Daniel Garcia

"Fiber Optics Extended is a fresh new look at a proven classic with many
moments of astonishment! Highly recommended!"
- Jeff McBride

"Fiber Optics Extended has the best transitions and set ups I've ever seen. Take
full advantage while he's letting you in on the fun. I didn't want to learn another
rope routine...make him stop!" 
- Bob Sheets

"I am a huge fan of Sandsational Rope...but Fiber Optics Extended expands it to
a grand level. I love Richard Sanders!"
- Doc Eason

"I give it 5 VERY COOLS!" Fiber Optics Extended is devious beyond belief!"
- Bruce Bernstein

"I'm new to rope magic and recently just performed the Fiber Optics routine
before an adult audience. Boy, what an experience! I've never thought the act
would have that much impact on the audience. Their jaws dropped!"
- Ony Carcamo, PHILIPPINES

Running Time Approximately 2hr

Note: Rope not included.
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